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Operator:  

Good afternoon, everyone. Welcome to NIKE, Inc.'s fiscal 2019 first quarter conference call. For 

those who want to reference today's press release you'll find it at http://investors.nike.com. 

Leading today's call is Nitesh Sharan, Vice President, Investor Relations and Treasurer. Before I 

turn the call over to Mr. Sharan, let me remind you that participants on this call will make forward-

looking statements based on current expectations and those statements are subject to certain 

risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially. These risks and 

uncertainties are detailed in the reports filed with the SEC including the annual report filed on 

Form 10-K. 

Some forward-looking statements may concern expectations of future revenue growth or gross 

margin. In addition, participants may discuss non-GAAP financial measures, including references 

to constant-dollar revenue. References to constant-dollar revenue are intended to provide context 

as to the performance of the business eliminating foreign exchange fluctuations.  Participants may 

also make references to other non-public financial and statistical information and non-GAAP 

financial measures. To the extent non-public financial and statistical information is discussed, 

presentations of comparable GAAP measures and quantitative reconciliations will be made 

available at NIKE’s website, http://investors.nike.com.  

Now I would like to turn the call over to Nitesh Sharan, Vice President, Investor Relations and 

Treasurer. 

Nitesh Sharan:  

Thank you, operator. 

Hello everyone and thank you for joining us today…to discuss NIKE, Inc.'s fiscal 2019 first quarter 

results. 

As the operator indicated, participants on today's call may discuss non-GAAP financial measures. 

You will find the appropriate reconciliations in our press release which was issued about an hour 

ago, or at our website: investors.NIKE.com.  
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Joining us on today's call will be NIKE, Inc. Chairman, President and CEO Mark Parker, and our 

Chief Financial Officer, Andy Campion. 

Following their prepared remarks, we will take your questions. We would like to allow as many of 

you to ask questions as possible in our allotted time. So, we would appreciate you limiting your 

initial questions to two. In the event you have additional questions that are not covered by others, 

please feel free to re-queue and we will do our best to come back to you.  Thanks for your 

cooperation on this.  

I’ll now turn the call over to NIKE, Inc. Chairman, President and CEO Mark Parker. 

Mark Parker:  

Thanks, Nitesh.  Hello, and good afternoon everyone.  

Last quarter we described the growing momentum in our business – and in Q1…that momentum 

continued at a strong pace.  We’re capitalizing on the opportunities we see in the near-term and 

we’re diving deeper into the areas that will widen NIKE’s advantages over the long-term.  

Through the Consumer Direct Offense, we’re taking a winning formula and executing it across our 

complete portfolio and it’s leading to the balanced growth that you see today.  

For the quarter, NIKE, Inc. revenues grew 10% on a reported basis. Specific highlights include… 

…double digit growth in our international geographies and 6% growth in North America 

…NIKE Digital is leading the way for differentiated retail, up 36% for the quarter 

…and we saw acceleration in both our sportswear and performance businesses. 

While this quarter’s success was broad based, and we’re pleased with our momentum, we know 

we have even more opportunities ahead. 

As we’ve described before, a key focus that will create separation for NIKE over the long-term is 

our digital transformation.  Ultimately, it’s about becoming more personal, at scale.  And, put 

simply, it’s how digital is accelerating each of our Triple Double pillars… 
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…how we create through 2X Innovation 

…how we connect through 2X Direct 

…and how we serve through 2X Speed. 

Let’s look at the quarter through each of these lenses. 

The success we’re seeing today starts with great product. It’s ultimately where the consumer casts 

their vote.  

Our innovation platforms are building a foundation for growth over many years.  As the tastes of 

the consumer shift faster, strong platforms allow us to continually bring fresh products to market 

while extending our storytelling and investments.  

We’re seeing it with NIKE AIR and React consumers are drawn to their comfort and performance 

and they’re asking for more style options. 

VaporMax and 270 are both proving there is still vast growth potential in NIKE AIR as we develop 

more comfort innovation in new forms.  This Spring, we’re taking the exaggerated AIR you see in 

the Air Max 270 and going a step further with the introduction of the Air Max 720.  This new 

platform is engineered for maximum comfort, cradling the entire foot.  

The Air Max 720 is distinctly NIKE and we’ll deliver it to consumers in early 2019.   

NIKE React is a great example of how we’ve capitalized on the appeal of a performance 

innovation and immediately scaled it into sportswear.  The React Element 87 is considered one of 

the industry’s top new designs.  And we’ve applied the comfort of React cushioning to more 

performance and lifestyle shoes at several price points.  

Zoom X continues to power the world’s fastest runners, including Eliud Kipchoge during his epic, 

world record-smashing run at the Berlin Marathon this month.  

This quarter we took the magic of the VaporFly 4% and merged it with an iconic running shoe – 

creating the Peg Turbo.  The launch has created incredible energy for the whole Pegasus 

franchise, and helped lead our overall Running business to solid growth this quarter. 
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One of our most versatile and ever-advancing platforms is Flyknit.  Through digital knitting we can 

now place breathability, stretch and support exactly where we need it.  In Basketball, for example, 

the KD 11 and the LeBron 16 each leverage specific yarns and different knit structures to match 

individual athlete needs.  The LeBron 16 – with its Battleknit 2.0 – has had a great early read with 

consumers, with both men and women.  

As part of our broader commitment to scale sustainable platforms, we’re expanding NIKE 

Flyleather through iconic styles like the Air Force 1, Cortez and the Air Max 95.  Flyleather is a 

super material that looks and feels like premium leather but is lighter, more durable and more 

sustainable.  It uses at least 50% reclaimed leather and helps eliminate waste.  

And in the coming year, for the first time ever NIKE will bring digitally-powered adjustable footwear 

to professional sports.  

Building on the auto-lacing platform from HyperAdapt this breakthrough creates a custom-fit.  We 

had a group of elite athletes on campus this summer for an intense wear test and their feedback 

was that they’d never felt more secure or in more control of their movements.  

This next generation, adaptable innovation will set the standard for optimal FIT and we’ll offer it at 

more accessible price points AND in greater quantities.  

In addition to platforms, we’re executing the fundamentals across our categories at a high level 

right now.  We know that it’s newness and freshness that wins with the consumer today.  So, with 

our Edit to Amplify approach, we’re providing deeper assortments and greater options of our top-

sellers.  Our footwear “power franchises,” for example, consistently outperform our overall 

footwear sell-through.  

Apparel, too, continued its momentum with 11% growth, driven by fleece tops and bottoms, 

jackets and pants.  We delivered a number of Sportswear apparel collections over the last 90 days 

– like the City Ready and Metallic Sheen collections in Women’s the NIKE Sport and Tech Packs 

and ACG.  
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We’ll continue on this path, and extend into performance, because collections give consumers 

more complete looks and allow for better merchandising and storytelling. 

Overall, with apparel in our categories… 

...we saw consistent sell-through of our football national team collections, drafting off the energy 

we created from the World Cup, where we had our first All-NIKE Men’s Final 

…the growth in our Women’s apparel business was led by sportswear and sports bras, where our 

strategy to blend style and comfort is working 

…and in NIKE basketball apparel, we’re capturing the excitement for LeBron’s move to the 

Lakers.  As you’ll see in just a few weeks, we’re bringing more creative designs with the NBA City 

jerseys this year.  

When we look across our complete portfolio of product we still see areas with significant upside.  

We’ve talked before about the opportunity in Women’s, Young Athletes and Jordan.  Delivering 

innovation and fresh product in these areas brings balance to our portfolio.  

A strong roster of core footwear – at entry price points – is equally important to NIKE’s overall 

growth potential.  We’re not yet where we want to be in Core footwear, particularly in North 

America.  But two priorities for the business are… 

…to develop innovation specifically for the Core consumer 

…and to better leverage pinnacle performance platforms, like NIKE AIR, in this zone.  

Another product strategy that’s driving incredible energy is our ability to create unique 

intersections between sport and style across all our brands.  In this quarter alone, we created… 

…the on-and-off-court collaboration between Serena and Virgil Abloh for the U.S. Open 

…Converse’s limited-edition Chuck Taylors and One Stars with creative partners in fashion and 

music 

…and our first Jordan Brand football kit with PSG. 
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As I’ve said before, it’s not lifestyle vs. performance or fashion vs sport.  The consumer continues 

to be inspired by seeing those worlds come together.  

Overall, 2X Innovation is at the heart of our continued momentum right now.  We have versatile 

platforms…we’re mixing sport and style in unexpected ways and we have a deep-line up across 

our product portfolio that’s creating value across all dimensions of our business.  

And while our product innovation is fueling demand our 2X Direct strategy is driving new ways to 

connect with our consumers.  It’s building confidence in our vision for  

Smart Retail where we remove friction and personalize experiences through the intersection of 

digital and physical environments.  

2X Direct is in the early stages, and it’s already creating an impact – resulting in strong growth and 

margin expansion for our NIKE Direct channels. 

We continue to see unprecedented demand for our highest-heat product through our SNKRS app 

which has become the world’s #1 footwear shopping app.  And we’ll continue to expand the reach 

of SNKRS, launching in Mexico, Brazil and Southeast Asia next quarter. 

The NIKE Live retail concept we unveiled with our Melrose store in LA was incredibly successful 

this quarter.  The premise behind the concept is to create a “live” and ever-changing experience.  

We’re testing a number of new features, including… 

…product assortments that update frequently based on what’s trending with the local consumer  

…a service that allows consumers to reserve an item on our apps and pick it up curbside or in the 

store from a personal smart locker 

…and, for the first time ever, through Swoosh text, our store athletes can provide expert advice for 

consumers after they’ve left the store.   

And what we’re learning in Melrose, we’re bringing to two new flagship stores in our two most 

important key cities, New York and Shanghai this next quarter.  
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Both will be the culmination of all we’ve learned about personalized and experiential shopping 

over the last several years.  They will be incredible showcases for the NIKE Brand. 

Our obsession with the store experience is also paying off with top strategic partners.  While retail 

consolidation has not finished its course in North America, our growing NIKE Consumer 

Experiences with Footlocker, Nordstrom, and other key partners are already driving higher growth 

rates as compared to non-differentiated doors. 

We’re equally energized by the momentum we’re building with new digital commerce partners.  

We just moved from a pilot stage to a fully operational program with FlipKart in India.  And two 

weeks ago, we announced a new partnership with JET.com to sell select assortments of both 

NIKE and Converse in key cities in North America.  With JET, we’re partnering to develop 

consumer insights and create a better branded experience on their platform. 

We’re doing the same with our key partners in China.  This quarter we made it possible to 

combine NIKE Plus member accounts to Tmall accounts.  We’re seeing an impressive increase in 

new members in China as a result.  

And last week, we launched a partnership with We Chat, making one billion monthly active users 

just one click away from becoming a NIKE Plus member.  

Ultimately, companies will be judged on their ability to be more personal with their consumers, at 

scale.  NIKE is taking the lead on this promise leveraging more insights from all over the world and 

reshaping the shopping experience through Smart Retail.  

To make that a reality, we’re unlocking opportunities to quickly and seamlessly design, 

manufacture and deliver our products to consumers through 2X Speed.  

We are sharpening our sensing capabilities and developing fully-responsive, product 

manufacturing.  We have a portfolio of innovation and automation that impacts the entire spectrum 

of our process. 

Our goals are ambitious, and we have high standards. Our vision is to leverage automation to…  

…deliver amazing, innovative products… 
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…faster and more responsively…  

…while being more sustainable and cost efficient.   

And we’ve had some great success. 

For example, we invented a flat assembly process for uppers in our Advanced Product Creation 

Center at our World Headquarters, using 30% fewer steps and 50% less labor.  We tested this 

process with our partners, including Flex, and in our Asia source base. 

Transforming traditional footwear manufacturing is a significant undertaking.  We’ve learned a lot 

and are building new capabilities.  Yet we continue to face specific challenges with all our partners 

including Flex, where the goal has been to deliver…  

…responsive… 

…automated…  

…close to market… 

…manufacturing of high-quality product 

…at scale. 

This is a very dynamic process and we’re continually assessing and refining the best path forward 

leveraging our breakthroughs in areas like rapid prototyping 3-D and digital printing and new 

methods of make all in service of cutting the overall product creation cycle in half. 

Another key initiative accelerating us towards that goal is the Express Lane, which continues to be 

the engine that’s creating the most agility in our supply chain right now.  

We’re driving double-digit growth in many of our key cities through the Express Lane as we 

capitalize on the local energy for key icons like the Cortez and sport moments like the World Cup.  

With this end-to-end view of our entire value chain, we’re delivering the right product, to the right 

consumer in the right moment.  And across product line, throughout geos and with our partners 

around the world we’re relentlessly driving speed at a scale that is creating impact for our 
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business.   

We’re off to a great start in Q1, managing the dynamic environment.  More importantly, we’re 

setting a new foundation for long-term, sustainable growth for years to come. Thanks, and now 

here’s Andy. 

Andy Campion: 

Thank you, Mark, and good afternoon to everyone on the call.   

We are extremely pleased with the quality of the growth that we delivered in the first quarter.   

On a currency-neutral basis, we are delivering stronger, more broad-based momentum around the 

world than the expectations we set entering the fiscal year.  We have continued strong growth in 

International markets, led by Greater China growing at 20%, and our international growth is now 

being amplified by very strong sustainable growth in North America. 

As for the quality of our growth, our momentum continues to be directly tied to execution of the 

Consumer Direct Offense and more specifically the Triple Double.   

First, take for example our 2X Direct initiative.  2X Direct is about connecting the NIKE Brand more 

directly to our consumers.  And, today, the most direct connection to the consumer is through the 

mobile device in the palm of their hand.  In Q1, we continued to enhance and expand our NIKE 

Digital ecosystem, leading with mobile, and the result was 36% NIKE Digital growth.  NIKE Digital 

was once again our fastest-growing channel in each and every Geography.   

While NIKE Digital is leading the way, we believe physical retail will also play an important role in 

doubling our direct connection to consumers.  We see growth in the physical environment being 

driven by smarter retail, experiences that leverage digital technology to better serve consumers.  

In Q1, our vision for physical retail became more tangible.  We continued to roll out what we are 

calling “the NIKE App at Retail,” starting with our own Inline stores and we also launched a new 

concept called NIKE Live.  The NIKE Live concept came to life in Q1 through the opening of NIKE 

by Melrose in Los Angeles.  NIKE Live leverages our NIKE plus Membership platform and other 

digitally-enabled services to provide a truly differentiated consumer experience at retail.  The 
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results to date have been phenomenal.  For example, at NIKE by Melrose, the conversion of in 

store shoppers into digital NIKE plus members is 6X higher than in the rest of our fleet as 

consumers seek to gain the full benefits associated with being directly connected to NIKE.  Our 

approach has been to test, learn and then scale new concepts.  Accordingly, we are now in the 

process of scaling these new concepts across our fleet of owned stores, and these tangible proof 

points are also accelerating new concept development with our strategic wholesale partners. 

2X Innovation is another key pillar within the Consumer Direct Offense that is fueling broad-based 

momentum.  Suffice it to say that our recently launched innovation platforms – Vapormax, Air Max 

270, React, and ZoomX – have already generated, in aggregate, over $2B in revenue at retail.  

Further, these platforms are driving Brand distinction and catalyzing growth across our broader 

product portfolio in both performance and sportswear.  For example, as Mark noted, the new 

innovation we are bringing to the NIKE Air franchise has ignited double digit growth across our 

multi-billion-dollar family of NIKE Air products.  Newness and innovation are also favorably 

impacting our gross margin as our full-price sell through is significantly outpacing off-price sales.   

Our current inventory levels are also tight in relation to the strong demand we are creating.   

Underlying our strategic momentum is the digital transformation of NIKE that Mark mentioned.  A 

year ago, we aligned our teams on our new strategy, the Consumer Direct Offense.  Over the past 

year, we have been ramping up investment in the new digital capabilities that will reshape how we 

operate at NIKE for the long term.   

Our investments in new digital capabilities are coming in the form of both organic development 

and acquisition.  As we closed FY18, we announced the acquisitions of Zodiac and Invertex, both 

of which are already having a profound impact on how we better serve consumers.  Another 

acquisition that we made back in FY17 was Virgin Mega.  That team has now become known as 

Studio23, a digital hub in New York that is driving the explosive growth of the NIKE SNKRS app.  

Within FY19, we are also investing significantly in the organic development of new capabilities, 

including: digital demand sensing, consumer data and analytics, connected inventory, digital 

product design and creation, a digital content engine, and a new enterprise resource platform that 

will help unlock speed and flexibility in our supply chain.  As our long term financial model implies, 

we believe that NIKE’s unrivaled scale and resources afford us the ability to over index on 
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investment in these differentiating capabilities while still delivering expanding profitability over the 

five-year horizon.  

Execution of the Consumer Direct Offense is beginning to transform NIKE’s business model and 

how we will create value for shareholders over the long term.  

So, let’s recap our Q1 results in a bit more detail, with a focus on how strategic execution is the 

driving force behind our current financial performance.  

• NIKE, Inc. Q1 Revenue increased 10%, up 9% on a currency-neutral basis.  Our stronger 

than projected currency-neutral growth was driven by acceleration in North America and continued 

strong momentum in international markets, albeit slightly offset by FX dynamics within the quarter.  

Our growth across Geographies was led by NIKE Direct, with NIKE Direct growing 12%, and NIKE 

Digital growing 34%, on a currency-neutral basis.   

• The impact of innovation, NIKE Digital growth outpacing all other channels, and our tighter 

supply and demand management also fueled roughly 50bps of NIKE, Inc. Gross Margin expansion 

in Q1.   

• Demand Creation grew 13% in the first quarter, primarily driven by sports marketing 

investments as well as brand campaigns that amplified key moments in sport such as the World 

Cup. 

• Operating Overhead increased 5%, driven by investments in digital capabilities as well as 

in our supply chain and enterprise technology platforms.    

• Our Effective Tax Rate for the quarter was 14%, which reflects the implementation of U.S. 

tax reform.  

• First Quarter Diluted Earnings Per Share increased 18% to $0.67. 

• As of August 31st, Inventories were flat to prior year, primarily driven by a strong pull 

market across all geographies coupled with the efforts we have taken over the past year to right-

size supply.   
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Now, let’s turn to the financial performance for our reported operating segments. 

In North America, we have returned to strong sustainable growth.  Q1 revenue grew 6% on a 

reported and currency-neutral basis, led by accelerating growth across both Footwear and 

Apparel, driven by new innovation platforms as well as strong owned and partner Digital growth.  

Wholesale has also returned to growth, yet we see even greater opportunity to drive differentiation 

across the wholesale marketplace going forward in part by leveraging our learnings from the NIKE 

App at Retail and NIKE by Melrose.  

Another growth opportunity we see ahead of us in North America relates to the Jordan Brand.  In 

the second half of FY18, we tightened supply.  We also reset our approach to Jordan retro, 

creating more current stories and collaborations with respect to Jordan’s most iconic styles.  We 

are now bringing those icons to life in more compelling ways for the new generation of Jordan 

consumers, and, as a result, the Jordan Brand is back to a pull market.  We are also beginning to 

add greater dimension to the Jordan Brand.  For example, for Women, we are extending sizes in 

the icons we know they already love and also creating new silhouettes and collaborations made 

specifically for her.  Apparel and performance basketball also represent significant growth 

opportunities going forward.  

As the football and basketball seasons ramp up, our Brand momentum will continue to build in 

North America.  At the same time, we are not taking our momentum for granted.  We continue to 

identify and attack opportunities to elevate our game and drive strong, sustainable growth in this 

important Geography. 

Now, let’s turn to EMEA.  In EMEA, Q1 revenue grew 9% on a currency-neutral basis, driven by 

strong growth in Sportswear and healthy growth in Running and Jordan.  NIKE Digital led all 

dimensions of the marketplace, growing at a strong double-digit rate. 

One of the underlying drivers of our sustained strong growth in EMEA is the strength of our Brand 

across this diverse geography.  EMEA is home to 5 of our 12 key global cities.  And, in all 5 of 

those key cities in EMEA, NIKE is rated #1 by consumers and our growth is over-indexing the 

broader market.   
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By connecting more deeply with consumers in key influential cities and by amplifying the biggest 

moments in sport, NIKE is creating increasingly greater distinction as a Brand.  One of those sport 

moments was the incredibly exciting World Cup, in which both of the finalists were NIKE teams.  

Soon after the World Cup Final, we launched our “Awaken the Phantom” campaign generating 

over 50M views in the first two weeks and driving strong sell through on the launch of our newest 

Global Football franchise, the Phantom.  And, finally, after celebrating the French national team’s 

World Cup victory, we continued to bring energy to Global Football with the launch of a Jordan 

branded Paris Saint-Germain team kit and collection of apparel.  That launch has been 

phenomenal, with the key styles selling out immediately. 

While NIKE has become the leading Brand in EMEA, we are far from having achieved our full 

potential.  We see the opportunity to both grow the market for Athletic Footwear and Apparel 

across Europe and also create even greater separation from the competition as a Brand.  That is 

why we believe we can sustain strong growth in EMEA over the long term.   

Next, let’s turn to Greater China, another Geography in which the NIKE Brand continues to lead 

and sustain strong growth.  We have now delivered 17 consecutive quarters of double-digit 

revenue growth in Greater China. 

In Q1, Greater China’s growth was 20% on a currency-neutral basis, fueled by Sportswear, 

Jordan, Basketball, and across Women’s and Young Athletes.  Growth was also strong and 

balanced across both footwear and apparel.   

We are winning with the Chinese consumer first and foremost through the key cities of Shanghai 

and Beijing.  We are also continually innovating in this large, digitally-native marketplace.  NIKE 

Digital growth remains strong and actually accelerated in Q1.  We are also driving growth through 

our partnerships with China’s leading digital platforms like Tmall and Wechat.  And, finally, we are 

beginning to leverage digital in the largely NIKE-branded physical retail environment in China.  

Take for example our partner Belle, which was acquired last year by Hillhouse, a leading firm in 

technology and consumer services.  Belle has already rolled out connected inventory that enables 

a more direct NIKE Consumer Experience with a faster and easier way to fulfill consumer demand, 

fully leveraging their roughly 2,500 touchpoints. 
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Now, let’s turn from China to another fast growing, and fast developing Geography, APLA.  In Q1, 

APLA revenue grew 14% on a currency-neutral basis fueled by balanced double-digit growth 

across footwear and apparel and led by Japan, Mexico and Korea.  Two areas of increasing focus 

for us in APLA have been our Women’s business and Digital.  Women’s growth continues to 

accelerate, driven by distinctive Brand marketing campaigns such as the “Come Out In Force” and 

“Rally Cry” focused on inspiring and empowering Women through sport.  

NIKE Digital is also accelerating in APLA, with revenue growing over 70% in Q1 – the highest rate 

of growth across all of our geographies as we continue expanding our Digital ecosystem across 

this region.  We will continue to sustain strong growth as we roll out the NIKE SNKRS app in 

markets such as Mexico and Brazil and bring the NIKE Live retail concept to Tokyo later this fiscal 

year.  Beyond NIKE Direct, we are also expanding our digital connectivity to consumers in this 

region through entrepreneurial commerce partnerships such as with Flipkart, Zozotown, and 

several others. 

We see continued momentum in APLA over the course of FY19 and will continue to invest in this 

fast-growing Geography as we move even closer to the Tokyo Olympics in 2020. 

And, finally, at Converse, revenue increased 7% on a currency-neutral basis.  Growth was fueled 

by double-digit revenue growth in Greater China and strong double-digit Digital growth globally.  

That said, Converse also experienced declines in undifferentiated wholesale primarily in the US 

and UK. 

As we move through FY19, we will be expanding Converse’s product portfolio while also elevating 

the Converse-branded digital ecosystem.   

We are off to an even stronger start to the fiscal year than we initially expected.  Our currency-

neutral growth and profitability is exceeding our expectations … at the same time, global trade 

uncertainty and geopolitical dynamics have resulted in the dollar strengthening and foreign 

exchange shifting to a slight headwind over the past 90 days.   

Taking into account all of these dynamics, we are maintaining our full year Guidance for FY19.  

Specifically, we expect Revenue growth in the high-single-digits albeit still at the lower end of that 
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range as operational upside will likely be somewhat offset by FX headwinds.  We expect Gross 

Margin to expand 50bps or slightly greater, SG&A to grow in the high-single digits, and our 

Effective Tax Rate to be the mid-teens.  Other Expense, net of Interest Expense is now projected 

to be an expense of $100 to $125 million.   

Based on the volatility of late, let me briefly explain more specifically how FX dynamics impact 

NIKE in the short term.   

First, it is important to note that the revenue line item in our P&L is essentially unhedged; 

therefore, our reported real dollar revenue growth reflects nearly all currency movements, real 

time.  We do have a robust hedging program that delays the impact of FX on our profitability for 12 

to as much as 24 months, most notably with respect to developed market currencies such as the 

Euro.  However, it is not economical to hedge FX risk in many emerging markets, such as in 

Turkey, Argentina, and Brazil.  As for China, we are able to partially but not fully hedge our net 

exposure.  

Our focus is on sustaining strong currency-neutral operating momentum over the full year and 

even more importantly over the longer term, but I will provide a bit of context on Q2.   

For Q2, we expect strong currency-neutral revenue growth in line with the 9% currency-neutral 

revenue growth we delivered in Q1.  That said, taking into account real time FX dynamics, 

reported real dollar revenue growth for Q2 is likely to be 2 to 3 points lower than our currency-

neutral revenue growth. 

For Gross Margin, we expect Q2 expansion approaching the same level of expansion that we 

delivered in Q1.  As a reminder, we expect less gross margin expansion in the first half of the 

fiscal year as compared to the second half. 

In Q2, we expect SG&A growth in the low-teens, driven by the timing of our investments in sports 

marketing including the kickoff of the NBA and NFL seasons and the timing of strategic investment 

in new digital capabilities.   

For Other Expense, net of Interest Expense, we expect expense in Q2 to be in the $30-$40 million 

range. 
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Our execution of the Consumer Direct Offense is creating Brand distinction with consumers 

around the world and driving strong financial performance. 

At the same time, we see ourselves as being in the early stages of this transformation.  There is 

No Finish Line, particularly as it relates to digital.  So, we will continue to invest in the capabilities 

that will differentiate and create competitive advantage for NIKE long term.  Those capabilities 

include product innovation, brand marketing, digital, and speed within our supply chain.  We are 

thrilled with our momentum out of the gate in FY19, yet we nonetheless remain on the offense 

identifying and attacking opportunities to elevate our game, build on our momentum with 

consumers, and ensure that we deliver sustainable, profitable, capital efficient growth over the 

long term.    

With that, we’ll now open up the call for questions. 
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